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Q701 Q460 Q350

Music producers depend on studio headphones for their success, and with an
unprecedented 79 GraMMy® nominations, no music producer has achieved
greater success than Quincy Jones. Here at the home of aKG® audio technology,
we are proud to honor Quincy’s long association with our brand by creating the
Signature Edition Q 701 headphones, the most accurate and responsive
headphones we’ve ever produced. Featuring the revolutionary   at-wire voice coils
and patented two-layer diaphragms of their studio counterparts, the
Q 701s deliver pinpoint imaging in an endless soundscape of unequaled realism.
and they do it with all the style and élan of the man himself.

Signature Edition Q 460 mini headphones will connect you to your favorite music
from virtuallyany portable player and with all the dynamics you expect – and
Quincy Jones demands – from AKG products. Q 460s are the perfect partner for
use with smartphones, allowing you to make and receive calls from any portable
phone. Plus, they work seamlessly with iPhone devices. With their ingenious
three-button remote, Q 460s can control the music playback functions (play,
pause or skip tracks). They also come standard  with an in-line microphone that
works with any and all mobile phones. Designed for long hours of comfortable
use, the Q 460s fold at for easy portability and feature a detachable, single-sided
cable in two di erent lengths. We don’t think you’ll nd a livelier, more
accommodating traveling companion.

Like the music legend whose name they bear, the Quincy Jones Signature Line
Q 350 in-ear headphones are best-in-class performers, delivering high-accuracy
sound with outstanding dynamics and bass response. They're ideally suited
for use with portable music and video players, and virtually any smartphone,
including DroidTM and BlackBerry® phones. With their ingenious three-button
remote, Q 350s can control the music playback functions (play, pause or skip
tracks) on any iPhone device. Perfect for the gym, air travel or a run – take Q 350s
with you anywhere you require AKG-quality audio and a one-of-a-kind look in a
headset that’s so lightweight, you’ll forget you’re wearing some of the best in-ear
headphones available.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
Q701BLK 399,99 1375 Q460BLK 129 390 Q350BLK 59 185
Q701GRN 399,99 1375 Q460GRN 129 390 Q350GRN 59 185
Q701WHT 399,99 1375 Q460WHT 129 390 Q350WHT 59 185

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
Q350BLK 9002761029239 EA Q350 Quincy Signature High-Perf. ear canal MFi - Black 59 185 10
Q350GRN 9002761029253 EA Q350 Quincy Signature High-Perf. ear canal MFi - Green 59 185 10
Q350WHT 9002761029246 EA Q350 Quincy Signature High-Perf. ear canal MFi - White 59 185 10
Q460BLK 9002761028607 EA Q460 Quincy Signature Premium Class foldable Mini MFi - Black 129 390 10
Q460GRN 9002761028621 EA Q460 Quincy Signature Premium Class foldable Mini MFi - Green 129 390 10
Q460WHT 9002761028614 EA Q460 Quincy Signature Premium Class foldable Mini MFi - White 129 390 10
Q701BLK 9002761028638 EA Q701 Quincy Signature - Premium Reference class hdp - Black 399 1375 6
Q701GRN 9002761028669 EA Q701 Quincy Signature - Premium Reference class hdp - Green 399 1375 6
Q701WHT 9002761028645 EA Q701 Quincy Signature - Premium Reference class hdp - White 399 1375 6
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AKG® HOME HEADPHONES [MULTIPURPOSE & STEREO]

K540 K520 K514

One key di erence between professional and consumer headphones? Many
consumer models use EQ presets to arti cially sweeten the sound. But as you
might expect from headphones that carry the AKG® name, K 540 semi-open hi-
headphones deliver the lifelike, at- response voicing that music professionals
insist on: You’ll hear your favourite music the way your favourite musicians
intended for it to sound. With a lightweight design and 2-D axis folding
mechanism, the K 540s make it easy to enjoy realistic hi- sound anywhere.

Voiced to deliver the realistic, at frequency response that music professionals
insist on, AKG® K 520 semi-open headphones are true hi- performers,
reproducing your favourite music the way your favourite musicians intended for it
to be heard. And with an all-new headband design, they’ll t comfortably for
hours of continuous listening. The K 520s are lightweight and fold at for easy
transport, so they make it easy to enjoy realistic hi- sound anywhere.

Heighten your listening experience with the AKG® K514 MKII natural-sound stereo
headphones. Their new design o ers a sleek look and — even more important —
a comfortable, natural t to go along with the unique way that the headphones
process audio from its source to your ears. Plain and simple, this is sound the way it
was meant to be heard.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K540BLK 99 360 K520WHT 79 260 K514MKII 59,99 185

K512

Newly designed for maximum performance, the AKG® K512 MKII
headphones deliver high-quality sound to take your music
appreciation to the next level. You’ll love the ease of connectivity,
the comfortable t and the superb audio performance, all of which
have earned these headphones the AKG name.

K511

For music lovers who seek the best value for their dollars but refuse
o compromise  on quality, AKG® K511s are the clear-cut choice. Their lightweight,
exible design means a comfortable t to go along with the rst-class audio

performance you’ve come to expect from AKG products. In fact, you won’t believe
such high-quality headphones have been made available at such an a ordable
price.

K912

Take games, movies and music to the next level of realism with the unrestrained
freedom of UHF technology. The new K 912 headphones immerse you in great
AKG® sound, the choice of audio professionals for more than 60 years. And they
extend your entertainment horizons in any direction — even through walls and
ceilings — with a PLL-synthesized tuner and automatic frequency control for
optimal reception under any operating conditions.
The K 912s. All of the sound, none of the limitations.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K512MKII 49,99 155 K511 39,99 116 K912E 59,99 235

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K511 9002761029277 EA K511 Entry level all purpose stereo headphones - Black 39,99 116 10
K512MKII 9002761029284 EA K512 MKII, Entry level all purpose stereo headphones - Black 49,99 155 10
K514MKII 9002761029291 EA K514 MKII, Entry level all purpose stereo headphones - White 59,99 185 10
K520WHT 9002761029314 EA K520 Stereo all purpose, 2D folding mechan. and lightweight 79 260 16
K540BLK 9002761029321 EA K540 Stereo all purpose, 2D folding mechan. and lightweight 99 360 16
K912E 9002761028195 EA K912, Entry level analogue  wireless headphones - Black 59.99 235 6
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AKG® HOME HEADPHONES [DJ]

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K518LEBLU 69,99 220 K618DJ 99,99 310
K518LEFSH 69,99 220

K518LEORN 69,99 220
K518LERED 69,99 220
K518LEWHT 69,99 220
K518LEYEL 69,99 220

Material RRP Kaina LT
K619BLK 119,99 370
K619BLU 119,99 370
K619GRN 119,99 370
K619ORN 119,99 370
K619PNK 119,99 370
K619RED 119,99 370

K518 K518LE K618

Great sound for small venues. The K 181 DJ’s little brother is playing it big at small
clubs and private parties. Obviously, informal parties deserve the same kind of
professional sound quality as large-scale events do. Semi-professional DJs need
dependable equipment too. The K 518 DJ headphones t the bill perfectly. These
closed-back earphones provide optimum isolation from ambient noise and easily
with stand heavy usage. Their high SPL capability ensures excellent sound quality,
and their comfort level is as impressive as their power- ful low end and accurate
imaging. All right then, let’s party!

With its powerful sound, perfect screening and patented 3D axis capsule rotating
mechanism, the K 518 DJ will not just impress DJs. It produces a rich sound even
on portable MP3 players - and it folds up small enough to t in any pocket. Here’s
something really special: now you can choose your own K 518. The
tried-and-tested DJ headphones are now available in a limited edition in a variety
of fashionable colors. The seven colored models of the K 518 Limited Edition (LE)
are suret o match your favorite color or your party out t. But hurry: because these
limited editions are really limited ...

One of two new additions to our DJ line, the AKG® K618 DJ headphones boast a
high SPL capability for powerful sound. They deliver the clarity and performance –
even at low listening levels – that has made the AKG brand the one that audio
professionals choose again and again. With the unique 3D-Axis design, folding
the headphones for travel or storage is both safe and simple. Whether you’re an
audio professional, or you just think like one, these are the headphones for you.

Material RRP Kaina LT
K518DJ 69,99 220

K619

The premium addition to the AKG® DJ range, the K619 is a professional-grade
headset without rival. When it comes to sound quality, a long-lasting, comfortable
t and on-the-go portability, this DJ-style headset delivers. An in-line microphone

and volume control are built right in, so you won’t miss a call. If you’re serious
about audio, you should experience this signature AKG product.

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K518DJ 9002761017946 EA K518 DJ, Foldable DJ headphone - Black 69,99 220 10
K518LEBLU 9002761025026 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - Blue 69,99 220 8
K518LEFSH 9002761025057 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - 69,99 220 8
K518LEGRN 9002761025033 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - Green 69,99 220 8
K518LEORN 9002761025040 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - Orange 69,99 220 8
K518LERED 9002761025064 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - Red 69,99 220 8
K518LEWHT 9002761025071 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - White 69,99 220 8
K518LEYEL 9002761025088 EA K518 DJ Colour variation - Yellow 69,99 220 8
K618DJ 9002761032222 EA K618DJ, Foldable performance Laptop-DJ Headphones 99,99 310 5
K619BLK 9002761032239 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones - MFi 119,99 370 1
K619BLU 9002761033656 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones limited edition - M , Blue 119,99 370 4
K619GRN 9002761033649 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones limited edition - M , Green 119,99 370 2
K619ORN 9002761033670 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones limited edition - M , Orange 119,99 370 4
K619PNK 9002761033663 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones limited edition - M , Pink 119,99 370 2
K619RED 9002761033632 EA K619DJ, Foldable performance headphones limited edition - M , Red 119,99 370 2
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AKG® HOME HEADPHONES [HI-FI]

K142 K242 K272

Based on the legendary AKG K 141 Studio headphones favored by many of the
world’s best-selling musicians, and featuring many
of the same advanced technologies, the new K 142 HD semi-open headphones
deliver powerful, undistorted sound even at the high- est listening levels. Rugged
enough for professional environments and comfortable enough for hours of
continuous use, the K 142 HD features extra-large speakers with Varimotion
diaphragms for higher sensitivity and a wider dynamic range. Chances are, AKG
headphones are how your favorite artists rst heard their most famous tracks.
Now it’s your turn.

Music professionals revere AKG’s award-winning K 240 Studio head- phones for
their outstanding performance and exceptional comfort – the ideal choice for any
application demanding totally uncolored sound. K 242 HD semi-open
headphones continue the tradition, with a super- comfortable lightweight design
and extra-large speakers with Vari- motion diaphragms for high sensitivity, wide
dynamic range and high sound-pressure levels. K 242 HD headphones are
everything that 1,500 technology patents and 60 years of feedback from the
world’s leading performing and recording artists can make them.

Minimum sound leakage and maximum reduction of ambient noise.
K 272 HD headphones deliver both, with an around-ear, closed-back design that
makes them a great choice for broadcast and audio engi- neers. O ering the same
accurate performance and uncolored sound that has made AKG K 270 Studio
headphones indispensable in radio, TV and recording studios around the world, K
272 HD headphones are lightweight, comfortable and rugged enough for any
environment.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K142HD 149 485 K242HD 199 590 K272HD 249 620

K701

Whether you prefer the holistic approach  or like to listen analytically, the K 701 will
turn perception into pure enjoyment. AKG is the rst manufacturer in the world to
use revolutionary   at-wire technology in headphones, namely, the K 701. The
result is a truly dramatic sound that places every musician at his or her correct
location with pinpoint accuracy. This kind of agility and spaciousness in addition
to brilliant highs and velvet punchy bass is simply miraculous. These superlative
open-back dynamic headphones provide an outstanding accurate sound and
excellent imaging. Try the K 701 and nd out what ingenious headphone
engineering can do for you.

K550

With the K550s, AKG® engineers have struck a masterful balance
between the noise-isolating qualities of closed- back headphones and
the spacious, dimensional sound  of an open-back design – creating
reference-class headphones ideal for private listening both at home and
on the go. 50mm drivers, the largest in our product line, deliver great
AKG sound  from your hi- system or virtually any portable device. The
large ear cups and new headband design ensure  an amazingly
comfortable t, and the 2D-Axis mechanism folds at to stow or go.

K551

The newly designed AKG® K551 headphones are optimized for a fully immersive
listening experience and for comfort. Starting with a 2-inch (50-millimeter) driver
on each ear, these reference-class headsets use Real Image Engineering to create
a highly realistic sound environment with a true sense of dimensional space.
Lightweight, with a comfortable t, AKG K551 headphones have incredible
passive noise reduction and extremely low sound-leakage levels that will keep
you living blissfully inside your sound environment for hours on end.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaian LT
K701WHT 349,99 1470 K550 249,99 755 K551SLV 279,99 860

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K142HD 9002761021134 EA K142 High De nition, High De nition monitoring headphones 149 485 30
K242HD 9002761021158 EA K242 High De nition, High De nition Hi-Fi stereo headphones 199 590 30
K272HD 9002761021165 EA K272 High De nition, High-End monitoring headphones 249 620 30
K550 9002761029260 EA K550, Closed back reference class headphones - Black 249.99 755 4
K551SLV 9002761033328 EA K551, Closed back reference class headphones - M , 1.2m cable 279,99 860 2
K551WHT 9002761033687 EA K551, Closed back reference class headphones - M , 1.2m cable 279,99 860 2
K701WHT 9002761018806 EA K701, Reference class premium headphones - White 349.99 1470 6
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AKG® HOME HEADPHONES [ON THE GO HEADPHONES]

K3003i

WHAT LUXURY SOUNDS LIKE.
The wait is over. Introducing the rst reference sound in-ear
headphones from AKG®. Crafted in Vienna from the nest materials, the K3003s
have three sound tuning lters to give today’s audio connoisseur complete
control. With their reference sound and true 3-way design, these high-end
headphones will have you experiencing your music in luxurious style.

K350

The AKG® K 350 ear canal headphones tip the scale at just 3 grams. Few
headphones weigh less. But the sleek new K 350s deliver highly accurate,
high-output sound that few headphones can match – at any weight. K 350s make
an ideal upgrade to any portable player, including iPhone devices. Available in
two fashionable colours.

K321

COMFORTBALE  FIT, PURE SOUND
The new K 321 headphones deliver high-output sound with excellent frequency
response in a closed-back,ear canal design that naturally blocks out ambient
noise. It’s true AKG performance from lightweight headphones, comfortable
enough for hours of stress-free use.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K3003i 1000 3450 K350CRM 59 215 K321WHT 29,9 85

K350WHT 59 215

K375 K374

AKG® K375 in-ear headphones keep you listening to your favorite music all day
with a combination of high-performance sound and incredible comfort. For audio
perfection, you get the kind of studio-quality sound that has made AKG products
the favorite of professional musicians for decades. Aluminum housings extend
bass response and reduce unwanted resonances. Comfort is emphasized with
three di erent sizes of soft, malleable silicone sleeves that will t snugly into ears
of every shape. Finally, an in-line microphone enables you to use AKG K375
headphones while making a phone call, giving you yet another reason never to
take them o .

AKG® K374 high-performance in-ear headphones deliver the kind of studio-level
sound that makes you want keep them in long enough to hear your entire music
library. And you actually can, thanks to a new design optimized for long- wearing
comfort. AKG K374 in-ear headphones come with soft, malleable silicone sleeves
in three di erent sizes. They t perfectly in ears of every size so that nothing
comes between you and hours upon hours of the kind of detailed, beautiful
sound that AKG engineering has provided for top artists in the music industry for
over 60 years.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K375BLK 99 310 K374SLV 79,99 250

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K3003i 9002761027648 EA K3003 Flagship in-ear world’s smallest 3-way hybrid system, MFi 1000 3450 10
K321WHT 9002761024609 EA K321 WHT, stereo ear canal - Cloud White 29.90 85 10
K350CRM 9002761031485 EA K350CRM High Perf. ear canal MFi - Chrome 59.00 215 10
K350WHT 9002761031492 EA K350CRM High Perf. ear canal MFi - White 59.00 215 10
K374SLV 9002761033359 EA K374 high performance in-ear headphone - black/silver 79,99 250 10
K375BLK 9002761033342 EA K375 high performance in-ear headphone M - black 99 310 10
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AKG® HOME HEADPHONES [ON THE GO HEADPHONES]

K830

AKG® K 830 BT headphones pair with your iPod, iPhone or other Bluetooth
portable player, streaming your favorite music to your ears without the hassle of
wires.  All the controls you’ll need to raise and lower volume, answer and end
phone calls, and play, pause or skip music tracks are right on the ear cup, so you’ll
be able to leave your source device safely in your pocket, backpack or briefcase
much of the time. A directional microphone, also on the ear cup, eliminates the
need for a boom mic. With a proprietary 3D-Axis2 folding headband, and up to
eight hours of playback time between charges, you’ll want to take your K 830 BTs
with you wherever you go.

K495

Of course ‘NC’ stands for ‘noise cancelling’, but it could also stand for ‘no contest’,
because when it comes to pure, undisturbed sound, the AKG® K495 NC
headphones deliver high-quality performance and active noise control that are
second to none. Durable and easy to charge through the USB, these
top-of-the-line headphones create a perfect audio world: you get all the sound
you want, and none of the sound you don’t.

K490

With the AKG® K490 NC headphones, you can take full advantage of our active
noise-cancelling technology at an a ordable price. The headphones’ light weight
means a comfortable t, no matter how long you wear them. Even portability and
storage are made easy with the K490 NC’s unique 3D-Axis2 folding mechanism.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K830BT 149 590 K495NC 299,99 1070 K490NC 249 800

K391

High-performance, noise-cancelling in-ear headphones with in-line microphone
and digital active noise cancellation.
The K491 NC turn a noisy space into a private concert thanks to the active noise
cancellation technology that cancels out the unwanted noise.
Easily rechargeable batteries through USB port and have an in-line microphone
for noise-free calls.

K450

Ideal for use with virtuallyany portable music player, the new K 450 can also
connect to your mobile phone and/or BlackBerry device by means of an optional
adapter and headset. So you can enjoy your favorite music as you may never have
heard it before, as well as make and receive hands- free calls (with our optional
communication kit), all through the same system. And for your convenience, we
added two lengths of the single- sided cable. Of course the foldable K 450 always
make a perfect travel companion, wherever you may be

K451

Quality. Portability. Style. Those are the qualities that the AKG® K451 foldable
mini-headset is all about. The K451 connects to any MP3 player and can also be
used to make hands-free calls. This update of the 2009 Red Dot Design Award
winner is a must for anyone who is both in the know and on the go.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K391NC 179,99 550 K450BLU 89,99 280 K451BLK 99,99 390

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K391NC 9002761033335 EA K391NC high performance in-ear noise cancelling headphones 179,99 550 8
K450BLU 9002761024739 EA K450 BLU, PREMIUM CLASS FOLDABLE Headphones , Navy 89.99 280 10
K451BLK 9002761032246 EA K451 Black, K450 upgrade to M 99.99 390 10
K490NC 885038032205 EA K490NC, High performance noise cancelling headphones 249 800 8
K495NC 9002761032215 EA K495NC, Premium noise cancelling headphones 299.99 1070 4
K830BT 9002761029307 EA K830, BluetoothTM wireless portable mini - Black 149 590 8
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K430 K420 K404

On-ear headphones with an ingenious folding headband, the high- output AKG K
430 o ers exceptional dynamic range and an integrated
volumecontrol.Theclosed-backdesignnaturallyattenuatesambient noise for a
more relaxed listening experience. And the single sided
cable adds to your comfort whilelistening.

The new semi-open K 420 mini headphones feature ultralinear sound. The new
proprietary AKG headband with cushioning collapses along a
three-dimensionalaxisto tintoaneasilystowablecarryingpouch. And unfolded?
Captivating wide-spectrum sound that’s free of distor- tion, even at high listening
levels.

it’s true that mini headphones are no match for earbuds in terms of portability.
but with a proprietary folding mechanism, the new aKg K 404 headphones come
close. and in the essential area of bass performance, they blow most earbuds
away. Comfortable, stylish and a ordable, the K 404s naturally attenuate ambient
noise for a captivating listening experience that may be completely new to you.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K430SLV 79,99 245 K420BLU 59,99 150 K404BLK 39,99 135
K430WHT 79,99 245

K403 K315 K326

The AKG® K 403 headphones are an elegant choice for serious listening with
home entertainment systems, portable players and multimedia devices of every
description. and with a proprietary aKg folding mechanism, they make ideal
traveling companions. but the big surprise of the K 403s may be the price. You
won’t be able to nd any other headphones that sound this good for less!

Put your iPod, iPhone or other portable device safely away, and con- trol volume
from the cable on your K 315 headphones. With outstand- ing frequency response
– including super bass punch – you’ll enjoy realistic, full-spectrum sound in the
AKG tradition, even at low and moderate listening levels.

Jog, pedal, skate, climb – your K 326 headphones will be right there with you.
These light earphones with a comfortable ear hook design are rmly in place
through even the most challenging maneuvers. You will appreciate the in-line
microphone and volume control that allow you to sport and talk at the same time,
with no interruption. The K 326s are available in two sporty colors.

Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT Material RRP Kaina LT
K403BLK 29,99 86 K315BLK 19,99 65 K326BLK 49,99 185

K326RED 49,99 185

K309

Material EAN Unit Description RRP LT MC
K309BRN 9002761024487 EA K309 BRN, Stereo ear bud - Cacao Brown 8,9 28 40
K315BLK 9002761024562 EA K315 BLK High Perf. ear bud, volume control - Pebble Black 19.90 65 10
K326BLK 9002761031454 EA K326 BLK lightweight sports ear buds (ear hook design) MFi - Black 49.99 185 10
K326RED 9002761031478 EA K326 RED Lightweight sports ear buds (ear hook design) MFi - Red 49.99 185 10
K403BLK 9002761028171 EA K403 All purpose mini foldable hdp for TV/computer/music - Black 29,99 86 16
K404BLK 9002761028188 EA K404 Great bass mini foldable closed back headphones 39,99 135 16
K420BLU 9002761024692 EA K420 BLU Fold and Go, foldable mini headphones - Denim 59,99 150 10
K430WHT 9002761027631 EA K430 WHT, Single sided cable, volume ctrl foldable mini - White 79,99 245 10


